Complex 1-2. Design test / 2019. 27th September 09.00 – 1st October. 24.00

ZIRCI ARBORÉTUM – main entrance
ZIRC
Zirc is the capital of the Bakony mountains, serves as an entering point to that.
As regional administrative centre its population counts some 7.000 inhabitants.
The oldest part of medieval Zirc historically is noteworthy, too, having been important
bastion of the Catholic Church from the early middle ages on halfway between Veszprém
and Győr, the two most significant centres of that kind of Transdanubia.
The strong gastronomic tradition has survived to this very day, representing the rich
agricultural heritage of the region.
The most significant historical monument of Zirc is the Cistercian Abbey in a state of renewal
both constitutionally and in its physical - aesthetical appearance.
http://zirciapatsag.hu/.
The famous Botanical Garden (Arborétum) of the town belongs to and is being supervised by
the Abbey.
http://www.zirciarboretum.hu/

THE GARDEN
The access route of the garden opens from the main road and runs into a pretty piazzetta in
front and stops by a lake. The main entrance is located by the lakeshore after a slight turn
and opens up through a wooden fence. Behind the fence there is a small building with the
basic functions of the entrance: ticket office with tourist information, visitor’s toilets, smaller
storages, etc.
DESIGN TASK
- Proposal of the main entrance such as finding the new entering point of the garden with a
new pavilion and the renewed functions within.
- Main functional units including but not limited to the capacity of the area and in
accordance with the designing concept: open-covered place in the front of and behind the
new pavilion (cca 20-20 m2 each); air-lock (5 m2); entrance hall with safe deposit (cca 100
m2); reception desk and small buffet, back office and storages (25 m2); visitors’ toilets
(disabled unit included) (25 m2); exhibition hall (100 m2); smaller lecture room (30 m2);
administration unit with manager’s office, meeting room, kitchenette (50 m2).
- Parking infrastructure for vehicles (bus manoeuvring in front, and parking lot for 20 cars
and 20 bicycles nearby).

SUBMISSION
.PPT or .PPTX format in pages on 12 (max. 15 ) pages (1-title, 2-3-4 inspirational /descriptive
parts, 5-site plan, 6-7 floor plan(s), 7-sections, 8-9 facades, 10 3D presentation/
photomontage, architectural vision) with text!
Site plan(s)
Floor plan(s)
Section(s) – min.2 perpendicular to each other
Facades
3D Images, sketches, photomontage

M1:500 scale
M1:200 scale
M1:200 scale
M1:200 scale

PRESENTATION
NO PRINTS are necessary!
To be uploaded by 2019.10.01. Tuesday latest 24.00 pm onto komplex.ipar@gmail.com.
Compulsory personal presentation 2019.10.04. Thursday between 09.00-14.00.
Teams are welcome up to max. 3 people/ team. (4 people allowed when combined groups
of Hungarian and English course students!). Individual work is allowed!
Chance for questions in written form sent to komplex.ipar@gmail.com latest by 2019.09.27.
Friday 20.00. Written answers to be made until Saturday by 24.00 pm.
POINTS OF REFERENCE FOR EVALUATION
-

tight and reasonable functional arrangement
architectural appearance
environmental connections
proportional environment friendly suiting-in
harmony and balance enhancing the general appearance of the landscape
attractive contemporary architectural aesthetics
keeping and reserving the approaching view of the landscape

2019.09.26.
Dr. habil Vasáros Zsolt DLA
head of course
head of department

